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The public square is broken



Broken conversation



Broken truth



Broken morale



The voice of faith?



The Church of England



Diocese of Liverpool

Rule of Life

Called

…to pray

…to read

…to learn

Sent

…to tell

…to serve

…to give
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1 Peter 3:14b-16

Do not fear what they fear, and do not be 

intimidated, but in your hearts sanctify 

Christ as Lord. 

Always be ready to make your defence 

to anyone who demands from you an 

accounting for the hope that is in you; yet 

do it with gentleness and reverence.



May 2015

Jesus and Christianity research debrief



Jesus



Jesus (2015)



Jesus



Jesus

“Jesus is a role model for me - someone who lived his life in the right way and 

changed the world”  Registering endorsement (8-10/10) by segment.
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spirituals 34%

name only 8%

no religion 3%

Online fieldwork 10-12 April 2015 by ICM 
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Jesus is difficult

Seven findings

Christianity is complicated

God is simple

They want their children to know

They want to pop in

They want the church to act

Heart first, not head first
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Ideas
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“Here are some ideas about what the Church of England could do 

in the future. How much do you rate these ideas out of 10?”

Online fieldwork 10-12 April 2015 by ICM.



Jesus is difficult

Seven findings

Christianity is complicated

God is simple

They want their children to know

They want to pop in

They want the church to act

Heart first, not head first



Thank you



1 Peter 3:15-16

Always be ready to make your 

defence to anyone who demands from 

you an accounting for the hope that is 

in you; 

yet do it with gentleness and 

reverence.
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Always be ready to make your 

defence to anyone who demands from 

you an accounting for the hope that is 

in you; 

yet do it with gentleness and 

reverence.
“One minute; no jargon” (Justin Welby)



Prayer



Prayer

Loving Father,

by your grace we long to see

more people knowing Jesus,

and more justice in your world.

Help us to live as your disciples 

in the power of the Spirit

and to work to your praise and glory.

Amen.


